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A B S T R A C T 

Historical cities due to its magnificent building in its context have tremendous influence 

on formation of city identity, which is created through the interaction of natural, social 

and built elements. Unfortunately modernization after the industrial revolution 

couldn’t adapt itself to vernacular area, owe to the fact that cities began to lose their 

identity and sense of belonging to the environment. New technology of construction lets 

the cities to expand itself outside, but in this transformation, some factors which have 

an influence on the identity of the city have been forgotten. In this research it is aimed 

to analysis Physical and social factors which are causing the loss of identity in the city 

of Famagusta (Gazimagusa). Both qualitative and qualitative methods have been used 

in this research and the adopted techniques are personal observation, sketches, and 

comparing new development part of the city with traditional part. The research will try 

to answer the question of why urban sprawl could not maintain the identity of the city 

of Gazimagusa?). This research revealed that Globalization by neglecting historical 

housing principles is the main factor which threatening identity of the city. 
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1. Introduction 

“City identity is a strong concept or conditions 

that differ cities from other locations. The city 

identity creates images in people's mind even 

that haven't seen it before. It is an essential 

characteristic for creating better environments” 

(Fasli, 2010). Unfortunately in the new 

development part of cities there is not any 

potential to attract people to place. These 

places converted to lost spaces due to lack of 

mixed use functionality. The new places don’t 

have meaning to its users. In this area the role of 

Globalization in the new development part of 

the city should be considered, it seems that the 

Globalization by changing in social and cultural 

structure changes meaning of identity of cities. 

Understanding which factors have more effect 
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